We propose a grid-graph algorithm for interconnect routing and buffer insertion in nanometer VLSI layout designs. The algorithm is designed to handle multiconstraint optimizations, namely timing performance and power dissipation. The proposed algorithm is called HRTB-LA, which stands for hybrid routing tree and buffer insertion with look-ahead. In recent VLSI designs, interconnect delay has become a dominant factor compared to gate delay. The well-known technique to minimize the interconnect delay is by inserting buffers along the interconnect wires. However, the buffer itself consumes power and it has been shown that power dissipation overhead due to buffer insertions is significantly high. Many methodologies to optimize timing performance with power constraint have been proposed, and no algorithm is based on dynamic programing technique using a grid graph. In addition, most of the algorithms for buffer insertion use a postrouting buffer insertion approach. In the presence of buffer obstacles, these postrouting algorithms may produce poor solutions. On the other hand, the simultaneous routing and buffer insertion algorithm offers a better solution, but it was proven to be NP complete. Hence, our main contribution is an efficient algorithm using a hybrid approach for multiconstraint optimization for multisink nets. The algorithm uses dynamic programming to compute incrementally the interconnect delay and power dissipation of the inserted buffers while an effective runtime is achieved with the aid of novel look-ahead and graph pruning schemes. Experimental results prove that HRTB-LA is able to handle multiconstraint optimizations and produces a solution up to 30% better compared to a postrouting buffer insertion algorithm in comparable runtime.
Introduction
The demand for high speed and low power consumption in today's applications has forced dramatic changes in the design and manufacturing methodologies for very large scale integration (VLSI) circuits [1] . To meet the demand, the number of devices (i.e. transistors) on a single chip must be increased and this will lead to a decrease in the device size and also will need a larger layout area to support huge amounts of devices. As the size of the device decreases and it operates at a higher speed, the interconnect delay becomes much more significant compared to the device delay. The interconnect delay increases quadratically with the length of the wire [2] .
An effective technique to reduce the interconnect delay is by inserting a buffer to reconstruct the signal * Correspondence: chessda@uthm.edu.my along the interconnect tree. A systematic technique was proposed by van Ginneken [2] . Given the possible buffer locations, van Ginneken's algorithm can find the optimum buffering solution for the fixed signal routing tree that maximizes timing slack at the source according to the Elmore delay model [2, 3] . The algorithm applied dynamic programming [4, 5] to compute the slack iteratively from the sink nodes to the source node. As design dimensions continue to shrink, more and more buffers are needed to improve the timing performance. However, the buffer itself consumes power [6] . Saxena et al. [7] predicted that the total block cell count made up of buffers will reach 35% in the 45-nm technology node and 70% in 32-nm technology. It has also been found that power dissipation overhead due to optimal buffer insertion is significantly high and can be as high as 20% of total chip power dissipation [6] . Therefore, the buffer insertion algorithm should be able to handle the power dissipation constraint [1, 6, 8] . Many closed-form solutions for optimizing timing performance and power constraint have been proposed [6, 8, 9] , but none of them can be integrated into a buffer insertion algorithm that is based on dynamic programming using a grid graph technique.
As the number of buffers inserted in the circuits increases dramatically, an algorithm that is fast and efficient is essential for the design automation tools. Recently, many techniques to speed up van Ginneken's algorithm and its extensions were proposed. Shi and Li [10] [11] [12] [13] improved the time complexity of van Ginneken's algorithm by introducing four novel techniques: predictive pruning, candidate tree, fast redundancy check, and fast merging. Their algorithm is called FBI for fast buffer insertion. However, these algorithms (also known as two-step or postrouting algorithms) are not designed to handle obstacles. In today's VLSI design, some regions may be occupied by predesigned libraries such as IP blocks and memory arrays. Some of these regions do not allow buffer placement or wire to pass through and some regions only allow wire to go through but are restricted for any buffer insertion. Therefore, in order to obtain a better solution, buffer insertion should be performed taking into account these buffer and wire obstacles. In other words, the routing should be performed simultaneously with buffer insertion. Zhou et al. [14] proposed a simultaneous algorithm for two-pin (one sink) nets while for multisink nets Cong and Yuan [15] proposed an algorithm called RMP (recursive merging and pruning) to solve the same problem. However, these types of algorithms are proven to be NP-complete because the search space is too big [16] . The efficiency of Zhou's algorithm is improved by S-RABILA (simultaneous routing and buffer insertion with look-ahead) algorithm [17] using a novel technique called look-ahead but their algorithm is limited to single sink problems.
Hu et al. [18] proposed a heuristic algorithm to solve multipin nets by constructing a performance-driven Steiner tree and creating an alternative Steiner node if the original Steiner node is inside the obstacle area. This two-step approach can achieve a better quality solution than van Ginneken's algorithm (and its extensions) because the initial tree is modified according to the needs for buffer insertion. The algorithm is called RIATA for repeater insertion with adaptive tree adjustment. RIATA is very fast because it operates on a fixed tree but the solution quality may not be good enough if many paths of the adjusted tree still overlap with the buffer obstacles.
In this paper, we propose a graph based technique called hybrid routing tree and buffer insertion with look-ahead (HRTB-LA). Instead of a fixed routing tree as in van Ginneken's algorithm, FBI, and RIATA, we use maze routing to find the solution. However, HRTB-LA will not explore the entire graph as in RMP because we use the initial tree as a reference for determining the Steiner node as in RIATA. We also incorporate the technique of graph pruning and look-ahead from [17, 19] , which is proven to be fast in single sink nets, into the multisink nets problem. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the theoretical background for buffer insertion algorithms while Section 3 describes the problem formulation. Section 4 presents the modelling of the proposed algorithm. Section 5 discusses the detail descriptions of the proposed HRTB-LA algorithm. The results and analysis are discussed in Section 6. The final section concludes the paper.
Background
In this work, simultaneous routing and buffer insertion is formulated as a shortest-path problem in a weighted graph specified as follows. Given a routing grid graph G = ( V , E) corresponding to VLSI layout where v ∈ V and e ∈ E is a set of internal vertices and a set of internal edges, respectively, a source node S 0 ∈ V , n sink nodes s 1 , s 2 , . . . , s n ∈ V , n -1 Steiner nodes m 1 , m 2 , . . . , m n−1 ∈ V , required arrival time, RAT(s 1 ), RAT(s 2 ), . . . , RAT(s n ), a power constraint p c , a buffer library B , and a wire parameter W . The goal is to find a new routing tree simultaneously with buffer insertion such that the slack at source and power dissipation of buffers satisfy the given constraints. A vertex v i ∈ V may belong to the set of buffer obstacle vertices, denoted as V OB , or a set of wire obstacle vertices, denoted as V OW . A buffer library B contains different types of buffer. For each edge e = u → v , the signal travels from u to v , where u is the upstream vertex and v is the downstream vertex and u, v / ∈ Vo W .
This section presents the fundamental background of buffer insertion algorithms ranging from basic buffer insertion algorithm to the advance optimization techniques such as simultaneous routing and buffer insertion, and multiconstraint optimization techniques.
Classic buffer insertion algorithm
In the classic buffer insertion algorithm, buffer insertion is performed on the available routing path as shown in Figure 1 . The objective of the buffer insertion algorithm is to find the best place to insert buffers along the interconnect (at any internal node v) such that the slack at source is maximized. Slack at any node v is defined as 
where RAT(s) is the required arrival time at sink s and D(v , s) is the downstream delay from node v to sink s . Each node is labelled with capacitance-slack, (c , q) pair. We call this (c , q) pair a candidate solution. To find the best slack at source, we must propagate these candidate solutions from each sink toward the source by the operations as follows: wire insertion, we propagate the candidate solution from node v to upstream node u by inserting a wire segment between u and v . If the wire segment has resistance r w and capacitance c w , then
where c' and q ' are the accumulated capacitance and accumulated slack from sink respectively for node u. 
In branch merging, when the solution sets reach a Steiner node, the solutions from the left child of the Steiner node are merged with solutions from the right child of the Steiner node. If the left candidate is (c , q) lef t and the right candidate is ( c , q) right , the merging solution is given by
In pruning, we apply the following criterion: for any two candidate solutions at node v ,
When a candidate solution reaches the source node, the slack at source is computed considering the source resistance, R s , as follows: Figure 1 is shown in Figure 2 . The path expansion starts from a sink node, for example the top sink node, where the (c , q) pair is (0.022, 200), to the next node. By inserting a wire using Eq. (2), the subsequent candidate solution is therefore (0.125, 197.25). Next, the buffer is inserted using Eq. (3) to obtain another solution, which is (0.022, 164.27). These are the possible solutions at the node next to the sink node. These operations are applied for all sink nodes. These solutions will grow as the solutions are propagated toward the source as shown in Figure 2 . When the source is reached, the final solution is computed using Eq. (5). In this example, the best solution is 110.02 ps and the buffer is inserted at the Steiner node.
Simultaneous routing and buffer insertion for tree topology
Simultaneous routing and buffer insertion for tree topology is performed by utilizing a maze search algorithm [5, 20, 21] . In this type of algorithm, the VLSI circuit is represented by a uniform 2D grid graph and the source and sinks are labelled at the specified graph's vertices. The interconnect tree in Figure 1 can be represented in a 2D grid graph as shown in Figure 3a . The solid dots are the source and sink nodes while the hollow dots are the graph vertices. Observe that the Steiner node is not specified here because it will be determined by the algorithm. The path expansion begins at each sink node towards the source node. The expansions are to every direction as shown in Figure 3b (there are two sets of candidate solution: one is from the first sink and another one is from the second sink). When the solutions meet at a particular vertex, the branch merging operation is performed. This will create a new solution set and this solution set will be propagated towards the source. The advantage of simultaneous routing and buffer insertion algorithm is that it will give an optimal solution in the presence of obstacles. However, the search is NP-complete when the number of sinks is large as the solution sets will become too large. 
Multiweight multiconstraint path search
In graph theory, the path expansion for a single-weight graph can be implemented using Dijkstra's shortest path algorithm. In Dijkstra's algorithm, any subpath of a shortest path is also a shortest one. However, if we substitute path cost of Dijkstra's algorithm with Elmore delay, this property no longer holds because a path with minimum delay (or a maximum slack) may have a subpath (candidate solution) with a longer delay but a much smaller capacitance. In multiweighted graphs, the shortest path to any node is not unique anymore. Moreover, the path expansion in Dijkstra's algorithm typically is implemented using priority queue where the minimum path cost is used as a priority key. However, when there are many constraints to be satisfied such as delay and power, we now have a problem in determining the priority key that should be used in the queue. The algorithm to solve the multiconstraint problem in VLSI maze routing has been proposed by [22] , adapted from an algorithm to solve the multiconstraint QoS routing problem called SAMCRA (self-adaptive multi-constrained routing algorithm) [23] . The algorithm uses the nonlinear path length function to guide the path expansion. The algorithm assumes that all constraints are equally important, and uses a nonlinear path length l(P ) function defined as
where w(P ), L , and n are weight vector for path P , constraint vector, and the total number of constraints, respectively. The SAMCRA routing algorithm computes the path P that obeys multiple constraints
As an example, we want to seek a path for which the source-to-sink (two-pin net) delay is less than 100 ps ( L 1 ) and the total power dissipation of the inserted buffers along the path must not exceed 2 mW ( L 2 ). L i are the constraints set by the user. Suppose there are two candidate solutions at node v , i.e. the first candidate has a delay of 60 ps and power dissipation of 1 mW while the delay and power dissipation of the second candidate is 40 ps and 1.5 mW, respectively. The path length l(P ) of the first candidate is max (60/100, 1/2) = 0.6 and for the second candidate it is max (40/100, 1.5/2) = 0.75. Therefore, the best choice for the next path expansion is the first candidate because the smaller path length indicates that the chances for the first candidate to violate the constraints are less compared to the chances for the second candidate. By using the same concept as in SAMCRA, we can use the value of path length l(P ) as the key in the priority queue.
Modelling the delay and power dissipation in HRTB-LA
In this work, a wire segment is represented by a π -model RC circuit as shown in Figure 4a and a buffer is modelled by a circuit shown in Figure 4b . While c w and r w are the capacitance and resistance per wire segment, r b , c b , and d b are the output resistance, input capacitance, and intrinsic delay of the buffer, respectively. Elmore delay is used to model the interconnect delay due to its high fidelity and speed [24] . The important properties of the Elmore delay is that it allows the computation to be performed iteratively and it is proven to be the upper bound of the true 50% signal delay under any input excitation. If a particular RC net is optimized based on Elmore delay, its real delay is guaranteed to be better [25] . Recall that the traversal of the candidate solutions from sinks to source is called path expansions. In Section 2, it is shown that the buffer insertion algorithm for tree topology uses slack as a weight because different sinks may have different required arrival times (RATs). In HRTB-LA, delay is used instead of slack because the look-ahead vectors use delay as a weight. However, the delay and slack can be interchanged easily. The slack is converted to delay during path expansion. When the solutions reach the source, the delays are translated as slacks. For illustration, consider again the tree given in Figure 1 . Assume the sinks have different RATs, with RAT for Sink1 = 150 ps and RAT for Sink2 = 100 ps. Sink1's RAT will be used as a reference because it has the largest RAT. The RAT at each sink is relabelled as delay by
Therefore, Sink1 and Sink2 will have an initial delay of 0 and 50 ps, respectively. At the end of computation, the delays at the source node are converted back to slacks.
The path expansions in HRTB-LA are based on the path expansion in the S-RABILA algorithm where the capacitance-delay ( c , t) pair is propagated from sinks towards the source. However, in order to handle power constraint, the power dissipation metric is introduced into the candidate solution. The power is computed based on the model given in [9] as follows:
The first term represents the switching power, where α , C , V DD , and f are the switching factor, total load capacitance, power supply, and clock frequency, respectively. The second term, P l is the leakage power and the last term, P s is the short circuit power. With faster signal slew rates in subnanometer technologies, the dominance of the leakage power has increased, and the significance of the short circuit power in total power dissipation is decreased [9] . As in [9] , the short circuit power is not included in our computation.
Hence, the candidate solution for HRTB-LA is a capacitance-delay-power (c , t, p) tuple. Note that one of the key contributions in this work is to propose the power computation scheme in dynamic programming framework. In the next section, we will discuss these computation schemes in HRTB-LA. There are two computation schemes in HRTB-LA. The first scheme is called upstream computation and it is used to compute the candidate solutions. The second scheme is called downstream computation and it is used to compute the look-ahead weight vectors.
Upstream delay and power computation
In this scheme, each node v is labeled with a three-tuple (c , t , p) , where c , t , and p represent the capacitance, delay, and power dissipation from node v to a sink node, respectively. With an initial (c, t, p) tuple, a new (c ', t', p ') tuple for the upstream interconnect segment is determined. If the upstream segment is only a wire segment, the new ( c ', t', p') is given by
If the upstream segment is a wire terminated with a buffer, the new ( c ', t', p ') becomes
If the solutions from the right child (c, t, p) right and the left child ( c , t, p) lef t meet at a Steiner node, the branch merging operation is performed as given by
Finally when the solution reaches the source node, then the total delay is
and the total power dissipation is
Downstream delay and power computation
In this scheme, each node u is labeled with a four-tuple (r , t , c , p) , where r , t, c, and p are resistance, delay, capacitance, and power dissipation from source node/Steiner node up to node u, respectively. Given a (r , t, c , p) tuple at node u, a new tuple for the downstream segment at node v is computed as follows. If the downstream segment is a wire, then ( r ', t', c ', p ') is
If the segment consists of wire terminated by buffer, then (r ', t', c', t ') is
If the solution reaches a sink node, then the total delay is
Description of HRTB-LA algorithm
The proposed HRTB-LA algorithm comprises five main stages as shown in Figure 5 . Stage 1 is the graph construction phase where the 2D grid graph is constructed to represent the VLSI layout. Stage 2 is the tree adjustment stage where HRTB-LA will adjust the initial Steiner tree depending on the wire and buffer obstacles. If the initial Steiner node is located inside the obstacle area, it is moved to the outside of that area towards its parent node. In stage 3, graph pruning is introduced, to reduce the search space of the algorithm. Here the redundant vertices are removed from the graph before the search for path expansion is performed. In HRTB-LA, a vertex is considered redundant in the search space if 
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where L ToEND [v ] is the shortest length from vertex v to the sink node END while L ToSTART [ v ] is the shortest length from vertex v to the source node START. These paths are computed by ignoring buffer obstacles. The reference path length L StartEnd is the length of the shortest path from START to END considering buffer obstacles. Stage 4 is the look-ahead weight vector calculation and stage 5 is the path expansion stage. The maze search starts from each sink towards the Steiner node where the branch merging operations are performed to create a new solution set. These solutions will be propagated toward the source and the best solution is selected as a final solution. As they are the most critical parts of our proposed algorithm, stages 4 and 5 of the algorithm are explained in more detail in the following section. Figure 6 shows the pseudo-code for the path expansion in HRTB-LA. The path expansion in our algorithm is implemented using a priority queue. We now explain the path expansion and look-ahead scheme with a simple grid graph illustrated in Figure 7 . In this example, without loss of generality, the graph only has one sink. Vertices 4 and 5 are sink node and Steiner node, respectively. Vertices 2, 3, 6, and 7 are wire obstacle vertices V OW , and vertices 10 and 11 are buffer obstacle vertices V OB . The parameters used for computation are as in Section 2, with additional parameters switching factor α = 0.15 [9] , V DD = 1 V, clock frequency f = 2 GHz, and leakage power P l = 0.036 mW. At stage 4, the algorithm will generate the look-ahead weights and they are used to guide the path expansion in HRTB-LA. The look-ahead weight vectors are the downstream resistance, delay, capacitance, and power. Therefore they are calculated using Eqs. (14) and (15) . The look-ahead scheme improves the efficiency of the algorithm by eliminating unnecessary path expansions. At first, the algorithm transforms the original 2D graph into a 1D graph and computes the (r , t , c , p) tuples for all vertices for this 1D graph. These look-ahead weights are assigned to all vertices in the original 2D graph as shown in Figure 8 . The 1D graph, where the look-ahead weights are derived, is based on the shortest topological distance between the Steiner node and the sink node that avoids wire obstacles. For this example, the 1D graph consists of seven vertices, where the topological distance between vertex 1 and vertex 7 is six. Hence, vertex 7 in the 1D graph corresponds to the sink node in the original 2D graph. Vertex 6 in the 1D graph corresponds to all the vertices in the original 2D graph that are five grids away from the Steiner node (vertices 8 and 16), while vertex 5 corresponds to vertices four grids away from the Steiner node (vertices 12 and 15) and so on. The vertex that exceeds the topological start-to-end node distance will not have any look-ahead vector. A special value, WeightMax, is assigned as the look-ahead weight for these vertices. WeightMax is a minimum end-to-end path length l(P ) of the 1D graph. WeightMax is given by
Path expansion and look-ahead scheme
The look-ahead weights will be combined with the weights from normal path expansion to form a so-called predicted end-to-end path length l p (P ). The expansion is guided by using the predicted end-to-end path length l p (P ) as the key to be extracted from the priority queue instead of using the upstream path length l(P ) as discussed in Section 2. This will reduce the number of candidates significantly because the candidate that has a predicted end-to-end path length l p (P ) greater than the known end-to-end path length will not be extracted.
For a vertex v , the predicted end-to-end delay and power are given by
where t v , c v , and p v are the accumulated delay, capacitance, and power to vertex v from sink node, respectively, while t LA , r LA , c LA , and p LA are the look-ahead delay, resistance, capacitance, and power for vertex v (i.e.
the accumulated delay, resistance, capacitance and power from Steiner node to node v) , respectively.
In Figure 7 , the path expansion begins from sink node where the first (c , t , p) tuple is (0.022, 0, 0).
The first key in the priority queue is therefore 0 because both delay and power are zero (lines 1-2 in the pseudo code). The first EXTRACT MIN (extract the minimum key value from the queue) will extract the candidate solution from sink node for the next path expansion as there is only one key value in the queue (lines 4-5). The algorithm will check if the extracted candidate is the candidate from the start node (in this case the Steiner node). The extracted candidate is not from the start node; hence, lines 7-8 are skipped. The path expansion is performed in lines 10-17. For each edge (in this case, the edge that available for path expansion is the edge between vertex 4 and 8 only because vertex 3 is located in the wire obstacle) wire expansion is performed in lines 12-13 where the new ( c ', t', p') = (0.12, 2.75, 0) is computed using Eq. (9). Now we want to add this solution to the queue and the solutions list by invoking the function InsertCandidate. The function InsertCandidate is shown in Figure 9 . In this function, the (c ', t', p ') tuple will be checked for domination in lines 2-8 while the predicted end-to-end delay and predicted end-to-end power are computed in lines 10 and 11, respectively. The predicted end-to-end path length l p (P ) is computed at lines 12-14 and it is pushed into the queue at line 15.
Now we have one key in the queue, which is the candidate solution from vertex 8. The next EX-TRACT MIN will extract this candidate for the next path expansion. Again, the expansion is from vertex 8 to vertex 12 only because vertex 7 is located in the wire obstacle. There are two types of expansion, which are wire expansion (lines 11-13) and wire expansion terminated by buffer (lines 14-17) because buffer insertion is allowed at vertex 8. The path expansion is repeated until the first solution reaches the Steiner node. In order to make look-ahead possible for a multisink problem, we force a buffer to be inserted at the Steiner node such that end-to-end path length l(P ) at end node can be computed. By doing this, the quality of the solution may not be as good as the solution from the algorithm with normal path expansion (no look-ahead) [26] . However, we will show later in the experiment that solution quality degradation is very small. The path length of the solution that reaches the Steiner node (or source node) is recorded as a known minimum end-to-end path length l(P ). For the other path expansions, if the predicted end-to-end path length l p (P ) is greater than the actual known minimum end-to-end path length l(P ) , this candidate solution is considered dominated, and therefore removed. In this way, the number of candidates at the vertices can be substantially reduced, thus speeding up the routing path construction.
Time complexity of HRTB-LA
The proposed algorithm uses the Fibonacci heap [27] to implement the priority queue required for its operations. The advantage of the Fibonacci heap over other heap algorithms such as binary heap and binomial heap is that it has much faster operations for the INSERT (used to add a new key into the queue) and DECREASE KEY (used to remove the redundant key from the queue) functions. These two functions are implicitly called in function InsertCandidate of HRTB-LA. The time complexities for heap operations of the Fibonacci heap compared to the binary and binomial heaps are shown in the Table. 
In the HRTB-LA algorithm, the most time consuming part is the path expansion process ( Figure 6 ). In the function Path Expansion, the number of EXTRACT-MIN operations in the priority queue is upper bounded by the total number of vertices |V | . Since the Fibonacci heap is used to implement the priority queue, 
, where |M | is the total number of sinks and Steiner nodes. In practice, the numbers of |E| and |V | are small due to the look-ahead scheme and graph pruning. This is proved by the experimental results presented in the following section.
Experimental work and results
The proposed algorithm is implemented in C running on a 2.4 GHz Intel Core i5 PC with 4 GB RAM. The algorithm was tested on two randomly generated nets on a 100 × 100 grid graph. The first net has 5 sinks with 15% wire obstacles and 24% buffer obstacles on the graph. The second net has 25 sinks with 10% wire obstacles and 20% buffer obstacles on the graph. Two types of test were conducted. To check the solution quality, we compare the solution from HRTB-LA with the solution from the algorithm that performs a normal path expansion (no look-ahead) in terms of slack, runtime, and the number of candidate solutions versus the number of buffers in the library. We refer to the algorithm with normal path expansion as HRTB [26] . We also compare the solution of HRTB-LA with the solution from RIATA and FBI algorithms to prove that the solution quality of HRTB-LA algorithm is better than that of the RIATA and FBI algorithms. The power dissipation constraint was not included in this test because RIATA and FBI did not take power dissipation into consideration. The code for FBI was downloaded from http://dropzone.tamu.edu/∼ zhuoli/ GSRC/fast buffer insertion.html. The code for RIATA is not available for download. Therefore, we coded our version of RIATA based on the descriptions in [5] and [18] .
For all simulations, the chosen wire parameters represent typical interconnect wires used in 65 nm fabrication. The parameters are compiled by the Nanoscale Integration and Modeling Group at Arizona State University and are available for download from the Predictive Technology Model (PTM) website at http://www.eas.asu.edu/∼ ptm. The buffer library consists of six buffers. The range of driving resistance is from 265.9 Ω to 295.0 Ω and the input capacitance is from 0.0309 pF to 0.2317 pF. The power model was verified by comparing the proposed model with the closed-form solution in [9] . The computation on sample nets proves that the solution of the proposed model is consistent with the closed-form solution.
Figures 10a and 10b present the slack at source comparison between RIATA, FBI, HRTB, and HRTB-LA for 5-and 25-sink nets, respectively. Clearly HRTB and HRTB-LA outperformed RIATA and FBI in both tests because HRTB and HRTB-LA found the best path for each node by utilizing simultaneous routing and buffer insertion (maze search). The slack at source for the FBI algorithm does not satisfy the timing constraint in the test on the 5-sink net. This is because some of the Steiner nodes are located inside the buffer obstacle areas, which prevents the insertion of buffers on the critical path. As expected, the solution quality of HRTB is better than that of HRTB-LA but only a small degradation is observed (less than 3%). In terms of runtime, HRTB seems to have an exponential relationship with the number of buffers in the library as the number of candidate solutions grow quickly because of the maze search in the path expansions. Figures 11a and 11b show the runtime comparison between RIATA, FBI, HRTB, and HRTB-LA for 5, and 25-sink nets, respectively. The runtime of FBI is the fastest, followed by the runtime of RIATA. This is because FBI and RIATA only perform one direction path expansion. Although HRTB-LA also uses a maze search like HRTB, its runtime is linear and comparable to that of FBI and RIATA. Meanwhile, Figures 12a and 12b show the number of candidate solutions for 5-sink and 25-sink nets, respectively. The number of candidate solutions also proves that HRTB-LA is very efficient. In fact, the number of candidate solutions from HRTB-LA for the 25-sink net is lower than the number from RIATA. For HRTB-LA, the depth first search in the look-ahead scheme allows the algorithm to find the destination as quickly as possible and eliminates unnecessary path expansions later on. Note that the number of candidate solutions for the FBI algorithm is not shown because the FBI code does not provide this information. The second test was conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of HRTB-LA in handling multiple constraints (in our case power dissipation and timing performance). There are two parts in this test: first we show the efficiency of the algorithm by comparing the runtime and number of candidate solutions between The results show that the runtime and the number of candidate solutions for HRTB-LA are much smaller than those for HRTB. The number of candidate solutions in HRTB grows very fast as the number of buffers in the library increases because the pruning operation becomes very limited as more constraints are introduced. HRTB-LA finds the destination quickly and can eliminate unnecessary path expansions. Hence, the number of candidate solutions in HRTB-LA is much smaller. It is observed that the runtime of HRTB and HRTB-LA for the 25-sink net is faster than the runtime for the 5-sink net in multiconstraint optimization. This indicates that the runtime of HRTB and HRTB-LA does not depend on the number of sinks alone; instead, it depends also on the given tree topology and the size of the obstacles. Note that the slack comparison between HRTB and HRTB-LA is not shown in this test because a buffer is also inserted at a Steiner node for HRTB; hence, it will return the same slack as HRTB-LA. HRTB-LA was also tested with different power constraints. Figure 15a shows the routing solution when there was no power constraint, where the algorithm returned maximum slack at source (RAT for each sink = 8500 ps). For this test, the slack at source was 619 ps. When the power was constrained at 30 mW, the algorithm returned a slack at source of 580 ps and power dissipation of 25 mW. The routing solution is given in Figure 15b . The number of buffers inserted on the net was reduced in order to meet the power constraint, thus reducing the slack. Figure 15c shows the solution when the power constraint was reduced further to 20 mW. The algorithm returned a slack at source of 289 ps and power dissipation of 17 mW. 
Conclusion
We proposed a new algorithm called hybrid routing and buffer insertion with look-ahead (HRTB-LA) for buffer insertion with delay-power constraints. The experimental results prove that the proposed algorithm can produce a good solution within the given constraints. We also show that the use of simultaneous routing and buffer insertion on an adjusted tree will yield a better solution compared to buffer insertion on a fixed tree. Although previous works show that simultaneous routing and buffer insertion is time consuming, the runtime of HRTB-LA is improved significantly with the aid of novel look-ahead and graph pruning schemes. The depth first search in the look-ahead scheme removes the redundant candidate solutions as early as possible while the graph pruning keeps the search space as small as possible, thus speeding up the path expansion tremendously, which results in significant reduction in runtime.
